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Hi to you all
Time seems to be racing by these days there is so much going on in our lives & in our World.
When we do find some time to slow down, take some time out, we can begin to see again how much
it is all so wonder filled. The last Summer solstice harmony time was a case in point.
In this newsletter I will share a little of the peaceful and yet uplifting experience over 100 of us had
during that time of harmony.
Having started by doing this, I will have hopefully prepared you for what is to come.
In the earth energy section, I discuss what I think is probably the UK’s second most significant
Ley/Leyline/Alignment having done some recent searching along part of this line and seen where it
heads down through Europe. I have to say these searches can be most enjoyable when it comes to
finding what sites these lines run through. In this case there was a Henge that I knew nothing about
previously and it was not far from the East coast of Essex.
Next we delve deep into the science and what has been described as the smoking gun when it comes
to the recent vaccinations we are being bombarded with. Seriously, this is getting serious. If you are
still thinking about having this jab, or know someone who is still considering it, please read this and
share what you need to with them. They need to be more informed in order to make a more
informed decision whether to not take the vaccine and to whether to wait until the trials have
ended.
Levels of fear are being ramped up everywhere and it is time to push back. One of the great
reporters on the coming galactic current sheet is Ben Davidson from Suspicious Observers but his

recent video two weeks ago on the coming disaster needs some critique as it goes overboard to try
and terrify everyone. I look at his time line of events compared to the one I put out in my last
month’s newsletter and show where I think he may be wrong.
In the social media section I look at what I have called the Fatima secret betrayal. When you read the
so called secrets that were revealed you can decide for yourself.
As you might have guessed already from the first image, there is a snake theme to this newsletter
and this is revealed as you read through it – it certainly felt like a month of snake symbolism for me.
In the ‘other’ section you will get a glimpse of how following synchronicity and exploring it can take
you along a strange path in order to collect up the clues we are given. From snakes to 1960’s pop
groups to finding the next book I should be reading lead to listening to some legendary sounds of the
past and some surprising information that I had completely missed all those years ago.
Lastly, I just had to update you with three more graphs and short descriptions from the incredibly
talented Mr John Dee. The good news here is that his work has now reached the attention of a few
people who are taking legal action against the government and they have asked him for his support.
There will be growing kick back all around the World.
But first let me show you where our last harmony time group meditation took place.
Burrow Mump

It was estimated that around 120 people gathered in and around the ruins of an old church on top of
a small hill in the Somerset levels of the UK. It is often mistaken for Glastonbury Tor and it is only
about 20 mins away from that much more well-known site. Energetically now it is buzzing and well
worth a visit.

It is a truly magical place where the St Michael and St Mary type 4 earth energy lines cross over with
several pairs of type 3, 2 and 1 lines.
At the start of the harmony time this last month, there were groups all around the UK gathered at
midday – here are just a few - Sartfell on the Isle of Man, Dunnideer Hill in Scotland, The Rudstone,
Chanctonbury ring Sussex, Royston, Avebury stone circles and several more. In Europe there were
people gathering at sites in Denmark, Nederlands, Belgium, France, Spain, Germany and Italy. There
were also groups in several states in the USA. I am sure there were also millions of other meditators
around the world. I know we are all making a positive difference and spreading out love and light
into the World.
The following is a gem of a poem by one of the gentlemen who attended the group meditation at
the Mump.
Harmony - a poem by David Gibson
To us we see the changing times
The strange happenings and the different signs
But we live in the moment now, together as one
Let go of the past and to the new age we come
The bifurcation, the transcending, the past is done
Hear the lark on wing, he calls to change our ways
Look to nature, she knows but never says
Go inwardly to hear the inner you
To really look and see the view
As we stand on the edge of infinite
Metaphysical beings of the divinity
This one moment we join as one, stop being apart
Time and intellect are none, just listen to your heart
Stand together with thoughts upon this hill
To transform the lives of man and banish all the ills
And by and by we will see the promised land.
One of the splendid things about these gathering is just how lovely the people are who come along.
Likeminded, non-judgemental, inclusive, loving are just some of their positive sides. It is not about
thousands of people at one site though. We need many sites around the World to have between 20
to 100 people and, at the end of this newsletter, I have asked for your thoughts on how we can
progress this by way of an interactive website. The basic question I would like to know is what sort
of functionality would you like to see on a site like this.
For now though it is time to consider the image at the start of this newsletter.

Grass snake image story
What you can see in the image at the start of this newsletter is a variety of grass snake that some
experts are now also calling a water snake. In my small garden we have a pond – roughly two meters
in diameter. Its wildlife has provided us with much joy during the lockdowns. We have toads, frogs
and fish and even a palmate newt as well as a myriad of insects like waterboatmen and dragonflies.
Just three weeks ago, I spotted a water snake with markings exactly like this one. I have been not
been nearly quick enough to take a picture of it though as they are very shy creatures and excellent
swimmers and we have plenty of protective undergrowth to the side of the pond. Instead I found
this one online posted freely.
This was the first time I had seen a water snake so close to me and, as snakes are so symbolic, I
wondered if there was going to be any synchronicity linked with its sighting. As it happened there
was, but in a subtle indirect way that I will cover in this newsletter.
Over the years I have come to love seeing snakes. I am extremely fortunate to have seen many
different types in the wild – many of these were during my work in Africa as a geologist.
There is a small country, nicknamed ‘The Kingdom in the Sky’, called Lesotho. Most of the country is
mountainous where only a few local tribes people live. In the course of my work I came to spend two
weeks with a few of them hiking and camping up in these mountains. The scenery is still etched in
my mind to this day. The rugged beauty betrayed is real dangers though. A broken leg, a bad wound
could quickly become a major problem as there were no roads, no air ambulance and, back then, no
communications. You either walked out, were carried out, or you died there.
For this reason I had an intensive day long course in how to use a snake bite kit. This included a very
necessary lesson in how to identify a snake that had bitten you, or one of your group. There were
only 8 of us – two geologists and the others were from the one of the Sotho tribes. I would add here
that the two of us who were geologists we were invited to join the group for the experience – it was
like a holiday to us. We were not completely useless though. Our map reading skills were often
required even though they knew the land, they did not know it all.
Of all the venomous snakes in the country, it was known that they could either deliver you a
cytotoxin or a neurotoxin. Depending on your correct identification, you then selected the right antivenom. This then had to be given at the right time after you had been bitten (Anti-venom given too
soon could kill you) and you had to inject the right amount. This meant trying to work out just how
much venom the snake had managed to insert into you. Knowing front fanged from back fanged
snakes, their character and their snake bite history was all part of the lesson.
People have died from getting this wrong – too much or too little anti-venom would not help. One of
the problems is that snakes also disappear quite fast after biting someone and a hunt would have to
occur to try and find them to make that ‘all important’ identification. The effects of a snake bite are
not nice. (Cytotoxic means toxic to your cells and in this case blood cells.)
Cytotoxic snake venoms can quickly clot your blood and you can die in agony if not treated the right
way. Neurotoxins inhibit your muscles from working properly and your heart slows and stops – again
another painful death. (Neurotoxic is toxic to your nerves).

We carried the snake bit kit at all times and saw poisonous snakes daily. Thankfully we never had to
use it but I soon learnt to love snakes. Fear and beauty don’t mix well and it tiring and draining to try
and cling on to both of them. The good news though was that nearly all snakes try to avoid human
contact but there are always a few sleepy puff adders that can be easily stepped on.
The two weeks in the mountains led to some incredible experiences. One unforgettable one was
coming across children of only 10 years old living alone with their goats for three months of more up
there. Every one of the Sotho’s in our group had also done this when they were a child.
It is quite incredible what humans can do and something we completely lose sight of in today’s
modern World and those children didn’t worry about snake bite kits – they hunted these snakes for
food to eat.
As to why this wonderful moment in my life came to mind again, I will cover later on in the
newsletter.
Snakes though have been associated with Earth energy lines for centuries and in cultures all around
the World. Interestingly though when you look into the associated more closely, the real association
goes much deeper than just the linear high pressure concentrations of spherical expansions and
contractions of the inner core. It is about the conscious to subconscious connection we can more
easily make when we are on them. The serpents represent this inner energy connection. The
Gnostics called it the male and female instructing principle.
This takes me to what I consider to be the second most significant Ley in the UK. Leys, Leylines and
alignments to me are one and the same thing and they each have a pair of earth energy lines that
run along them.

Earth Energies
Just South of the city of Frankfurt in Germany is the smaller city of Worms. Worms is one of the
oldest cities in Europe. It is known for it being the origin of an epic poem called the Nibelungenlied.
This is where we first hear of the German hero called Siegfried and his exploits and it was from these
legends that Wagner composed his great opera called the Ring of the Nibelungen.
Worms is also known for its Rosengarten district which, in turn, was named because of a large rose
garden. It is called ‘large’ to differentiate it from the ‘small’ rose garden that belonged to King
Laurin. This is about as much as we can tell with any certainty as there are many different poems
and epic tales about these Rose gardens and their battling knights, giants, dwarves and dragon’s
blood.
My book Grail Found starts with the story of King Laurin and his ‘small’ rose garden and most people
who read it are at first really surprised to find out that this is one of the great Grail stories that tells
us so much more when we learn to interpret the symbols correctly. (For those who have read my
book, think now of what you saw in the Heiroglyphic figures).

You may be wondering now why I mention this in the Earth energy section of this newsletter. Well
the name Worms comes from Wyrms and this is European name for a dragon and these, we know,
are universally symbolic for large earth energy lines.
In a sacred site search I did earlier this year for a person living not far from Worms, I found that one
of the most significant Leys that runs through Europe, ran through the edge of the Rosengarten
district. I also found a strong node there that was on the banks of the River Rhine. It was during that
search that I saw that the alignment was heading towards the UK and one there that I knew well.
I first rediscovered this type 4 UK alignment nearly 15 years ago running through the bombed out
ruins of Coventry cathedral. Back then I had tracked it down to Royston where it intersected with
the St Michael alignment. Perhaps the Knights Templars knew about this and it was the reason they
frequented the cave there where their markings have been found on its walls.
Over the years I have tracked this alignment and its type 4 energy lines through Birmingham, across
North Wales, where one of the lines runs through the waterfall at Pystll Rhyaedr, all the way through
the giant Bryn Gwnn stones on Anglesey and across into Ireland. There it ran through the Newgrange
burial mound and on to Maeve’s Cairn in Sligo. I have been to all these sites and checked the energy
lines at each site.

The above image shows this type 4 alignment. You will notice that the line is not exactly straight.
There are two reasons for this. Firstly there is a slight curvature of the earth to consider and
secondly, only when looking at these alignments on a very large scale, do you begin to see that they
too take on a very slight degree of sinuosity.
As I mentioned in my last newsletter, the alignments link up sacred sites and they are a great way to
discover where other sites can be found along the line. We should not rigidly stick to ‘straightness’
though on these much larger scales as the important thing here is not the Ley/Leyline/Alignment,
but where the pair of earth energy lines that run along it are found and, more importantly, where
these lines cross over other similar types of lines. For example where type 4 alignments cross other
type 4 alignments, we find the 4th order nodes.

Up until this month there was one small section of this alignment that I had not looked at in detail
on the small scale. This was where this alignment went from Royston down to the South East and
into the North Sea.
This month though, on another sacred site search, I had reason to do so (and I am very grateful to
the lady who requested it) as it led me to come across another Templar site and a Henge that I had
not been previously aware of. I have found all sorts of energy lines connected with Templar sites and
to find another around 40km to the SE of Royston was great confirmation that they really did seek
out these energies and their intersections.
My apologies that I cannot mention the name of this Templar site as it is on private land and the
node is not at that location any more – just a few hundred meters away. I am sure if you really keen
to know about it though, you will be able find it from my descriptions.
The Henge as well is on private land but here the farmer seems to have nicely drawn attention to it.

Not much seems to be known about this place archaeologically but a circular mound with an inner
ring ditch seems very like the one at Avebury stone circle and energetically they are quite similar. I
am unsure about access here so if there is anyone who lives locally who can track down the farmer
and get permission that would be good to know.
Hopefully you are coming to see how fascinating hunting for these ancient sites can be. The growing
picture of the energetic World that is emerging is becoming quite beautiful. It is like a gift to us that
just keeps on giving too. It is no wonder it is connected to the divine.
Try now to think back to a time in our World where all these ancient monuments were in regular
use. I am sure that every day before the solstice and the equinox, our ancestors would gather at
these locations everywhere.

Science
The smoking gun
In this month’s science section I would like to delve into two subjects. Firstly - vaccinations and
secondly a trap that many people fall for – scare stories about oncoming catastrophic events that
raise levels of fear just to drive traffic to a website.
In a way both subjects are related as the future is not certain nor fixed and we can and do play an
important part in potential outcomes by the choices we make.
To make good informed choices though we need good information and unfortunately choice is what
is being slowly eliminated throughout the world right now. Without being free to choose, we lose
freedom and this means we are unable to learn and grow and develop and this is what life is all
about. The universal consciousness knows this and requires this of us so the positive we can take
from this is that it will not be allowed to happen.

There is a real need now for sensible discussions and rational debate. Science has always moved
forward this way and theories are debated calmly and, when disproved, the scientific community
looks for others. It was never about power or money, it was about getting as close to the truth as is
possible.
Lately what is trying to emerge is a political and corporate takeover towards ‘consensus of opinion’
within science. We know why, it is all about money and power and nothing to do with science.
What I would like to do now is introduce you to something a few of you may have already watched. I
would draw your attention though to the differences of thinking and experiences between these
three people and the way they respect each other during their communications. It is a far cry from
what we see amongst politicians and business leaders in newsrooms around the World.
It is clear there is a need for change.
In the video you will see Dr Robert Malone - the inventor of mRNA Vaccine technology. Mr. Steve
Kirsch, who is an entrepreneur who has been researching adverse reactions to COVID vaccines and
the host Bret Weinstein – who is himself an evolutionary biologist
The title is ‘Spike protein is very dangerous, it's cytotoxic’
The word ‘cytotoxic’ immediately reminded me of the effects of some snake bites with blot clotting
bringing about death so I was curious to know more about this viewpoint. (I know a somewhat
tenuous connection to the snake theme here  but not so tenuous in regards to blood clotting)
It gets quite technical so I will do a short summary beforehand.
It is important to know at the outset that these people are pro vaccines and even pro mRNA vaccines
but as you will see and hear they have reservations.

They all say that they are ‘Covid Vaccine hesitant’ and not ‘anti vaxxers’. Mr Kirsch even says he had
the first jab and so did his daughters and now he wishes that he, and they, had not done so.
You will also hear the inventor of mRNA vaccines say that they have discovered the ‘Smoking gun’
and this refers to the spike protein not sticking to the cells as it was designed to do.
The video begins with some anecdotal evidence of some people suffering from having taken the
vaccination. It progresses to point out that, when a person is injected in the muscle of the shoulder,
it is supposed to only have a local effect. Swelling and some scarring is sometimes found locally in
this area with all vaccine injections.
However something was going wrong with all these Coronovirus injections, including the
Adenovector vaccines and now adverse effects were being picked up all around the body. What was
also strange and different was that these reactions were sometimes many days after the jab. This
time duration before adverse reaction was completely new and something the reporting system just
could not cope with. Perhaps too – it was meant not to be able to cope with.
The result of this was a massive under reporting of adverse reactions as well as the near impossibility
of discussing these on social media or in the newspapers.
The aim of the vaccine was to get the RNA into the cell. In the cell it gets translated by the ribozome
into a spike protein. (It is helpful here to think of a balloon flying off into the air with a line of string
attached. The cell is like the balloon, the string is like the spike protein.)
With the spike protein sticking out from the cell, it becomes a good target for the immune system
and the T cells to connect with.
This then increases the level of antibodies in our system that is then supposed to help provide us
with more protection against the Coronavirus.
It is important here to also note that vaccines are not just to develop antibodies, they are also trying
to provide protection by providing cellular cytotoxicity. This is a toxicity within the cell.
Dr Robert Malone states here that to get the spike protein to attach to the cell, a form of genetic
engineering was necessary. Dr Malone is a well-respected scientist with lots of contacts on the
regulatory boards and what he found out, he reported it to the Federal Drug Agency (FDA) in the
USA immediately. When he investigated these particular mRNA Coronavirus vaccines, he found that
they were being distributed all around the body and not localised to the shoulder.
This had happened because, in many cases, the spike protein had ‘cleaved’ off from the surface of
the cells. It has literally sheared off and had become unconnected and free to travel all around the
body.
In other words the special genetic engineering had not worked and this was the smoking gun.
The words used on the video are:-

“We have no problems at all with mRNA vaccines but there is a problem with this one because the
spike protein breaks off from the cell and can go anywhere in your body which can then show bad
symptoms. This is also why the symptoms are so varied in so many people and of all ages.”
The initial response from the FDA was that they did not believe that the spike protein was
biologically active.
It has to be said that this is possibly only the initial problem with these vaccines and all three of them
in this video expressed the wish that more time had been spent testing them properly.
One huge reason for why we needed a long term study is now emerging.
It looks as though there could be a long term infertility problem coming. Once the spike protein has
cleaved off, it goes around the body and it ends up concentrating where it finds receptor sites.
Two areas of concentration have already been found – the ovaries and the testes and both are
showing evidence of inflammation. In a study in China on rats they found high amounts of lipid
nanoparticles in their ovaries. This is of course not a human trial but it does necessitate one.
This vaccination could well mean loss in reproductive activity in those that take it. Even if only 20%
of vaccinated people find out they cannot have children, it will have a massive effect on human
population levels. Could this be intentional? We shall have to wait and see.
Also amongst recently vaccinated people we are also finding reports of Myocarditis. Significant
inflammation in the heart muscle is leading to the death of heart cells. The problem here is that
heart cells never regenerate. This too has huge long term consequences in the future with the
increase chance of things like Arrhythmia and Heart Failure.
People who are still undecided about taking the vaccine or not, need to be informed about these
possible disasters but this is not happening. Very limited information can be found on the PIL’s and
in many cases, people are never even shown the PIL’s before their jab – which is the law. In other
words, the law is being broken up and down the country at vaccination centres.
A PIL is a Patient Information Leaflet. We don’t see many of these floating around now do we.
Here is this interview on this link.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Du2wm5nhTXY – It is 15mins long
More of the same interview can be seen in these videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tb_7E12VDE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XMxuNvVgxlU

The real issue
At this point, I just want to add my own views, as I have stated in previous newsletters. The
coronavirus and all its mutations are not what has been the major cause of the problems seen

around the World. Yes, just like the flu, it causes seasonal problems amongst the old and those with
suppressed immune systems, but this is not the main problem and no vaccine is going to stop the
main problem.
What we are seeing now is the initial adverse effects of the vaccine. If these continue they will
absolutely be portrayed as the effects of a new mutant strain of the virus and this incorrect
information will be used to lock us down and make us have a 3 rd injection. This again will not address
the real problem which will also be causing us health problems.
In other words we are going to be getting a three pronged attack on our health – the virus, the
vaccine and the radiation.
Regular readers of my newsletters will know that the problem comes from inflammation of the
internal organs. Lung inflammation causes breathing problems just as the upset of the type 1 and
type 2 macrophage ratios that come from the vaccines. The lack of type 2 macrophages means the
body cannot reduce this inflammation as fast as it needs to in order to avoid death.
Ivermectin is an anti-inflammatory drug. Hydroxychloroquine is an anti-inflammatory and is used in
the treatment of arthritis and this is why both of these effective against both radiation and viral
problems that cause inflammation and they may even be effective against adverse reactions from
the vaccine.
The problem is that the radiation is going to increase as our magnetic field strength reduces even
more and the effects from this on us are, almost certainly, going to be blamed on the virus. The last
thing the governments around the World want you to know about is the declining field strength and
the increasing radiation because they cannot do anything about that.
At the moment very few people are talking about this increasing radiation problem and only a few
more people are talking about the declining magnetic field and why this is happening.

Critique of Davidson’s ‘Coming distaster’
One of the few people who is, is Ben Davidson from Suspicious Observers and this brings up my next
part of the science section in this newsletter.
Mr Davidson puts out regular daily videos and the occasional special. It is one of the latter that he
recently put up titled ‘A disaster is coming’ that I have an issue with.
I do enjoy the scientific aspect of his work but have to say I am not a fan of the negativity behind his
message of impending doom. The extent of the physical disruption he says we will experience goes
way beyond belief and my experience as a geologist and I will cover why I say this later.
In this video he sets out a timeline of events, a bit like the time of events I wrote about in my last
newsletter. The reason I am writing about this now is to point out important differences and some
significant areas that I think he has left out.
His timeline is as follows:-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Changes to the Planets, Stars and our Sun.
Solar flares
Severe weather patterns with a Red Sun and a Black Sun
Micro nova
Shell impact, Arc discharges
Electrical impact
Earth flips axis, Extreme cold

It takes 200 years for our solar system to pass through the galactic current sheet and Mr Davidson is
saying that it began back in 1857 when we got hit by the Carrington solar event. He goes on to say
this is when our magnetic field began to weaken.
That this all occurred is fine but my thinking on when it started was in 2017 when the Earth energies
suddenly doubled in widths as a result of a huge increase in cosmic energy. Before that, the effect of
our solar system nearing the electric sheet would have been enough to begin to affect our magnetic
field.
To me then, the 200 years therefore started from 2017.
The first of his seven stages is quite acceptable and we do see abnormal changes occurring in the
galaxy and our solar system because of the nearing of the current sheet.
The second part is also increasingly likely. We will certainly get hit by a strong Earth facing solar flare
and it will take out all our electromagnetic systems on the side of the Earth that is facing the Sun at
the time.
Mr Davidson though suggests that this will be the end of our electromagnetic age though. I disagree.
Repairs can and will be made. Parts of Earth may have 3 to 6 months without electricity and that will
mean much hardship but we can prepare for this fairly easily.
An event like this though will also be a massive wake up call. Psychics will pick up on this happening
and this brings me to one area Mr Davidson, perhaps for good reason, completely misses out on –
that of our internal changes because of the increasing energies. Empathy, Telepathy, Clairvoyance
will all be more acute in people – especially in the gifted. The numbers of people who will have
noticed these changes will be in the millions and a force to be reckoned with.
The third stage that Mr Davidson talks about is the adverse weather. We are without doubt going
into a much colder period. The whole ‘climate warming’ programming is just another way for the
globalists to try and grab more money and power. As soon as the Coronavirus debate begins to lose
effectiveness, we will be straight back on to this one and more lies.
The red sun and the black sun, that I wrote about last month is going to be caused by the increasing
amount of dust from the current sheet heading to our Sun. It will build up to the point at which the
Sun will go dark – probably for only a few days before the energy underneath it bursts through and
expels it all. Red suns and Black Suns have been seen in prophecies and visions by many people over
the last few decades – including the great Carl Jung (see my social media post 285).

The changes to the colour of the Sun are not going to be the problem, it is just our warning to start
heading underground. Cellars, Caves, Tunnels and quite a few other places are where we can hide
from what comes next. Mankind will survive in great numbers this time because we are going to be
far better prepared.
The fourth stage is the Mini Nova. This is just a name. We all too often associate far too much with a
name. In essence our Sun is just a star too and stars seem to have regular cyclic explosive events
with different amounts of energy expelled each time. A micro nova, dwarf nova or whatever you like
to call it is really just an explosion with greater or lesser amounts of energy. It is humans that like to
label things and attach significance to them. It could all be just a larger solar flare.
In any event, Nature does provide us with ways to protect ourselves and we will soon discover
exactly what we must do for all of us to survive this. The way we discover this may seem strange but
dreams, visions, prophecies, group meditation are all going to be something that helps us find out.
The fifth stage that Mr Davidson talks about is that a shell impact is going to happen minutes after
the solar explosion. This will be the black dust shell that covered the Sun now hitting the Earth’s
surface. Yes this will happen and this is the main reason we will take cover.
We will get CME shockwaves, Electrical arc discharges, described before as thunderbolts from the
gods, as well as Earthquakes, Volcanoes and Tsunami’s. We will also get impacts from Asteroids that
have been thrown off course. This may not seem survivable but remember, humans are at their
greatest strength when they come together.
I have to also wonder here if there are some people already working on these survival plans but the
more evil amongst them are doing this by trying to radically reduce the population beforehand
through nefarious means.
It is easy to become filled with fear at this point, but remember one thing Action dispels fear and
when the time comes we will know what to do and we will take action. There is no point being
caught in the headlights from now all the way until the event happens.
Mr Davidson thinks this will be anytime between the 2030’s and the 2040’s but he puts the start of
the 200 years in 1857 and I think he is way out with this.
It is more like to be in 2060’s and by that time, we will have gone past the December 2024 date
when all the energy lines will always be in harmony for the next 200 to 500 years.
December 2024 is the beginning of our real discovery of who we all are and what our potential really
is. This then to me is our start of the human evolution of consciousness, if we work at it, and when
we begin to really come together to find solutions to problems like these and also how we can all
live together in peace.
We cannot yet imagine the things we will be capable of. Think of what our Ancestors could do with
1000 tons of carved stone and the polygonal walls we find all over the World.
The sixth stage that Mr Davidson describes is the electrical hit. I am imagining here he is now
referring to us going through the reversal zone in the middle of the galactic current sheet. I wrote

about this in my last newsletter too. Here we will find the magnetic field of our Earth finally shifts
and we will find a new North pole sitting over the area of Indonesia and the opposite over Brazil.
The magnetic field at this point will also be at its lowest which means cosmic energies will be at their
maximum – especially in Brazil and that in turn will mean maximum evolutionary effect. Keeping
ourselves mental sane will be challenging and this is where all the work done building our ability to
be intensely focused and intensely aware and shifting between the two at will and quickly will really
become helpful. With this ability, we will be able to much more efficiently connect with our
subconscious mind and all the Worlds of Spirit. And it is here that we find something else
completely.
These Worlds of Spirit will all be quite clearly visible to us. The veil of illusion (Maya) will be fully
down and, if we prepare well, we will be able to navigate and communicate and touch and feel the
beings on these Worlds.
They too are going to experience these evolutionary changes and they will want to help us and we
will need to help them. By that I mean we live in an environment that enables us to do things they
cannot in their environments. Our ability to analyse and look into things from our scientific
perspective, which we have recently learnt, could provide very valuable information to them as well.
Our ability to phase ‘in and out’ of our subconscious mind will help with our communications with
them too.
This ability may be the one thing that will allow new spiritual leaders to emerge to help everyone
else come together. I have heard of a few of them waiting in the wings for their time to come.
The seventh stage that Mr Davidson writes about is one I actually disagree with. He describes the
Earth flipping over on its axis. He states plenty of past evidence in the geologic record for this and
this is where I disagree with him completely. Yes there is geological evidence for catastrophic events
but not at the size and level he is talking about every 12,000 years.
With the changing pole positions we will get great changes in weather patterns, oceanic gyres and
deep ocean currents will change and crustal displacement will occur but this, to me in my experience
as a geologist, will only be fairly gradual vertical displacement. No continents will move rapidly
across the surface of the earth.
Mr Davidson talks about huge volumes of ocean travelling over a mile high over all the land surfaces.
With the huge momentum needed to do this, there would be no evidence of any life left on earth. It
would all have been washed away. Yes life would continue in the water but all land animals would
be wiped out. More importantly there are delicate geological formations that have lasted millions of
years. These too would be completely wiped away by all the debris these tsunamis bring with them
if this sort of event had occurred.
Instead though, we are likely to get vertical isostatic movements as the thinner oceanic plates will
buckle up and down. It is quite likely that a huge new land mass will appear in the Pacific Ocean as it
may have done in the past. This will offer many opportunities for settlement for survivors. Other
islands might also sink and disappear. If Atlantis did exist on an island in the Atlantic, then this could
well have happened when it disappeared.

The changing weather patterns will mean some regions become much, much colder, whilst others
become much hotter. Deserts, like the Sahara may become green again and filled with lakes and
rivers and wildlife, just as it was 8000 years ago. Where mankind will be able to live and thrive will
likely change, but that will be much easier for us today compared to what our ancestors had to
endure. The difficulty this time will just be managing much larger migrations. But remember, we will
have incredible ways of telepathic communication to help us.
Retaining our knowledge and skills and what we have learnt during our time of individual
consciousness will be what is important and this is what we must start doing now.
Preparing for group consciousness and being someone who can contribute during this time will
become more and more important and that will mean practising new skills now.
So although I do see challenges ahead, I also see a huge positive wave of interconnectedness take
hold of mankind as we begin to wake up to our full potential. When we do, we will overcome these
minor problems, as we are destined to do, in order to move into a new golden age.
The link to Mr Davidson’s video is here. I hope you are now in a really positive frame of mind when
you watch it.
A Disaster is Coming – suspicious observers Ben Davidson 13 mins
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEv3HRIVPUQ

Where we are right now
The following is a short summary of where we are right now and what we can expect for those
people who are new to these newsletters.
Our solar system is approaching being fully immersed into the galactic current sheet. This has an
electrical nature as well as bringing high levels of dust and cosmic energy. This is already affecting
nearby stars in our galaxy that have passed through the sheet.
The planets in our solar system are also showing increasing changes from the norm. These changes
are down to the electromagnetic nature of the current sheet which, because is a field, we encounter
first.
Our magnetic fields are lowering faster and faster and the agencies that used to report this and now
beginning to make it harder for us to find out the current level of protection we are getting. This is
obviously becoming a hot potato for those who would wish to control us.
We are heading for either a magnetic reversal or a magnetic incursion.
This will lead to us experiencing physical changes on our planet – we just do not know how extreme
these will be just yet.
The lowering magnetic field is lowering our planets shield against cosmic energy. These energies
have an evolutionary effect on life on this planet and evidence for this is seen both in the geologic

record and in ice core samples where dates from these match known evolutionary changes in our
past. We must all look to nature for signs of change in the near future and this includes changes in
the energy lines.
Cosmic energy mutates cells through gamma ray radiation. This seems to be giving us both a positive
and negative effect. On the positive side, this seems to be activating dormant genes and we are
experiencing an increase in telepathy, empathy, clairvoyance and other related effects to a veil being
lifted and us experiencing seeing, feeling and hearing ‘Beings’ from other matter frequency Worlds
that exist in the same area as we do but on a different frequency.
On the negative side, this radiation is increasing inflammation in our bodies. Sunlight and vitamin D
helps reduce this effect as does fasting. Other solutions, like Ivermectin, have also been found to
reduce inflammation so we should all keep these in reserve.
These solutions were initially stopped by the deceivers who had known about this coming galactic
event for decades. They had set up plans to take full advantage of it in order to reduce the
population of the planet and gain full control over the World before too many of us began to switch
over to group consciousness. You see we only need a few in order to being to entrain the many. This
is how morphic resonance works.
This evolutionary change is something the ‘deceivers’ have been suppressing every 12,000 years as it
becomes so much harder to keep their positions of power when large numbers of us move into the
liberating group consciousness.
Their aim was to prepare a vaccine and to blame a mutant strain of a coronavirus that they had
planned all along with ‘gain of function’ research. This was something that was originally initiated in
the USA and which was later switched to Wuhan in China - possibly to try and lay the blame on
another sovereign nation.
The initial outbreak of the disease was expected to kill many more people than it did. The universe
had other ideas though and the deceivers soon had to alter their plans by arranging a massive
deception with their testing programs and their ‘death coding’ recording programs in order to
pretend that the problem was much more severe than it really was. Only fear would make people
willingly take the vaccine. Under the ‘sick’ rules in which they operate, this has to be willingly taken.
We are now facing the beginnings of the effects of this mass vaccination program.
Many people are also experiencing mental ill health right now, aside from the stress of modern day
living and the increasing restrictions being placed on humanity right now, this is also being caused by
the way the mind is changing and what some of us are now experiencing. As the energies increase,
so will the rise in mental ill health. More and more people will need help here and the first thing
they need to know is that it is not their fault, nor is it the fault of anyone else they know. For them to
recognise this though, they need to know the reality of what is going on.

What we can expect on the negative side

The vaccination problem will increase and side effects will be blamed on a new strain of virus.
Shutdown will be ordered again going into winter and a third injection will be called for. This will
cause more problems and this will again be blamed on a new mutant strain of the virus and calls to
make the vaccine mandatory will grow.
The unvaccinated will be increasingly ostracised by the mainstream media. Legitimate Court cases
against governments and their programs will be dismissed by the Supreme courts around the World.
These courts never were meant to be independent – just the illusion that they were. They are
ultimately there to stop anything that threatens to change the way the establishment runs each
country.
The mainstream media will get their orders to ramp up the climate change fear in the face of cooler
weather everywhere. We are beginning to move out of the interglacial warm period and the galactic
current sheet will be one of the triggers. Changing weather patterns will lead to more melting of the
Antartic and Artic ice sheets but this will trigger global cooling because of the increase in cold water
entering into the deep ocean currents and moving both North and South. Both will lower our
average temperatures by a few degrees. It will be enough to start the process of much colder times
in areas of high latitude.
With people realising there is a problem with where they live, either due to the climate or the higher
levels of inflammation from radiation, many will try and migrate to warmer safer areas in the World.
A World with a uniform population reduction in all countries can be managed economically by the
governments. Differential population reduction with some countries gaining numbers of people and
others losing large numbers will cause economic problems.
Migration is something governments will want to control themselves. They will not want us to
decide where we wish to live.
Stopping travel is therefore key to these governments. The virus is a wonderful opportunity to stop
this and to drive up travel costs so only the really wealthy can travel.
The central banks around the World are all coordinated by their owner – the Bank of International
Settlements in Basle Switzerland. They are ready to create economic collapse at any time. They just
have to choose a moment when they cannot get blamed. If they are, many people will never accept
their solution – a centralised digital fiat currency and a cashless world. Negative interest rates will
allow them to stop savers saving. The new World would be controllers do not want anyone to have
any cash or reserves. This is exactly what Klaus Schwab - the Executive Chairman of the World
Economic Forum said he wanted to see recently.
All this is being done so the few can dominate the many and essentially make them slaves. The only
reason for this as I see it is to stop humanity from evolving from out of their clutches and into a
higher state. In truth though, their attempts at this, will help us learn to move from a fear based
society to a love based society. So in that sense they are helping us.

What we can expect on the positive side
That brings me to the positive side of what we can expect to see.
There is already a natural desire emerging for decentralisation. People are beginning to awaken and
find they want to come together in communities and ones with a spiritual focus. Indeed this is also
our current challenge – how we can do this.
Those people that are sensitive to this, those who are ‘awakening’, are realising that meditation, and
in particular group meditation, is becoming really important in order to both cope with these
increasing energies as well as to stay sane and to avoid mental ill health.
All those people who are unfortunately experiencing mental ill health, stress and just mental fatigue
will also look for ways to escape and many will find the new groups that are forming around the
World and will be drawn to them
It is becoming clear that governments around the World only react when they sense their own
potential to lose at the next election.
But the World is coming together – Extraordinary people are stepping up to make a difference and
to stand together against tyranny. Governments, and the people who monitor social media daily to
assess sentiment, are quaking in their boots. There appears to be nothing that they can say, or can
do, to convince more people to believe them.
Indeed the very reverse is happening as people, with increasing empathy, begin to feel the lies and
take action by standing together peacefully. There is nothing a government hates more than a
peaceful March and they are going on in countries all around the World and the heavily controlled
mainstream media dare not say anything about it.
This is actually though exactly how it should be and we can see here just how the deceivers, the
E’epa, the Wetiko, are fulfilling their purpose for they are helping humanity to do this.
This is their role, albeit not one that they would like or admit to and it is a role we will be thankful to
them for in days to come.
So we must all stand peacefully together and look towards the coming storm clouds and smile. We
may not know exactly all that we must do just yet, but we will be guided if we connect to the
universal consciousness.
The awakened few can live now through synchronicity, learning to act on intuition, growing our skills
in focus and awareness, just waiting for when the time is at hand to do what we must do.
The message is clear, we just need to stay positive and to take action as and when we are directed
from our spiritual source.

Social media
In my social media posts this month I have taken a closer look at what has been going on near to
Rome in Italy and the secrecy surrounding the messages three young children were given by a
spiritual woman in a vision they received at Fatima in Portugal.
The children were given three secrets about what was going to happen in the future.
Many years later another, a similar vision was seen at a place called Medjugorge in what was then
Yugoslavia. Again the children who saw this spiritual woman were told of secrets about what was
going to happen to this World.
In prophecies all around the World, over many decades, we hear about a future event that mankind
is going to go through. In all cases we also get told what we must do and how we might survive. We
are always given a choice – that is nature’s way – that is God’s way.
The exception to this now seems to be the one where the Roman Catholic church had some control
over these messages. This is a church that is not without some serious issues in the past and even in
modern times as it has been associated with some atrocious practices.
What has come about is that it has been said that the pope has utterly refused to release the full
part of the 3rd secret. We are now left with some pretty serious questions. One of them is the
following:“Why would a spiritual woman appear in a vision to a group of children and just only tell them about
some horrible event in the future?”
That seems a pretty sick thing to do – to scare a bunch of children like that.
The reality, I am fairly sure, is that this vision, and its real messages, did not scare these children at
all.
The only conclusion I can come to, is that this was because they were given a message about what
was going to come to pass as well as a solution to avoid this event. Having been told that, the
children would have been reassured and would not have worried at all about telling anyone –
including their local priest.
That part of the 3rd secret though has been said to have been withheld from us is more than a little
sinister.
I am fully on board with the side of the church that wants the full secret of the 3 rd message to be
revealed but what is really going on here?
We have to wonder what kind of sick mind would go on to reveal an ugly, horrible and destructive
message and to then say they are keeping back part of it where that part of the message might give
mankind some hope and even direction.
I am quite sure too that this does not matter now and I am quite confident that this part will be
revealed to us all as and when we need it.

But what is important is that we recognise what is going on. This seems to all be just another part of
the invisible evil becoming visible to the rest of us.
Two of the ways that deception can work is through misdirection and presupposition.
By releasing the first two secrets, and then saying you will release the third in a few year’s time,
makes everyone wonder what the 3rd secret is all about.
There is a hidden presupposition here that the first two secrets are exactly the message that was
given to the children in the first place. By misdirecting us to an unknown 3 rd secret, we do not
question the validity of the first two. We just accept what is in them. Belief and trust in the church
back then was very high.
By saying you have released part of the 3rd secret just continues this deception. We are left wanting
to know what the rest of the secret was about. That is where they want us to focus our attentions –
just as the magician does when they purposely create a ‘misdirection’ so they can do the trick out of
sight of where our eyes are being directed to focus.
The intensity of this outrage about not being given the full secret adds to the focus and attention
which means we do not question the validity of the rest of the message that the church has chosen
to release.
However the Roman Catholic church has, these days, shown its dark and evil side. They can now
never be trusted so we have to now consider that all parts of the original messages given the
children have been deliberately tampered with – quite probably to install as much fear as possible in
any reader of them.
Was the reason that possibly the same spiritual woman reappeared in Medjugorge, because the
original message she had delivered in Fatima, had been so corrupted. This time the children did not
tell the church all their visions and messages. Indeed as an extra fail safe, only one of them, Mirjana,
was given all 10 messages and the last one has never been revealed. All she tellingly says is that we
must fast and pray. I have covered what I think that means in previous newsletters.
That the three children at Fatima had a collective vision of a very spiritual woman is very possible.
However I would now ask you to consider if the messages below could have come from their
memory and recall when they told their local priest about them.
Instead you should wonder if the following information could have been made up by the church in
order to install more fear in its congregation.
I would also ask whether you think a message from a spiritual woman would include details about
the name of a pope (Pius XI) and the name of a specific country (Russia). Would they also contain
obscure words used to describe an object (Aspersorium)?

To me it feels like much of these so called secrets have been embellished and politicised in such a
way as to massively distract the public as to the original messages that the three children were
given.
It is my belief, that the evil side to the Roman Catholic church does not want us to know about any
critical information that will help mankind ascend into group consciousness.
Anyway, see what you think when you read what we have been given:-

First secret
“Our Lady showed us a great sea of fire which seemed to be under the earth. Plunged in this fire were
demons and souls in human form, like transparent burning embers, all blackened or burnished
bronze, floating about in the conflagration, now raised into the air by the flames that issued from
within themselves together with great clouds of smoke, now falling back on every side like sparks in a
huge fire, without weight or equilibrium, and amid shrieks and groans of pain and despair, which
horrified us and made us tremble with fear. The demons could be distinguished by their terrifying and
repulsive likeness to frightful and unknown animals, all black and transparent. This vision lasted but
an instant. How can we ever be grateful enough to our kind heavenly Mother, who had already
prepared us by promising, in the first Apparition, to take us to heaven. Otherwise, I think we would
have died of fear and terror.”

Second Secret
“You have seen hell where the souls of poor sinners go. To save them, God wishes to establish in the
World devotion to my Immaculate Heart. If what I say to you is done, many souls will be saved and
there will be peace. The war is going to end: but if people do not cease offending God, a worse one
will break out during the Pontificate [reign] of Pius XI. When you see a night illumined by an unknown
light, know that this is the great sign given you by God that he is about to punish the world for its
crimes, by means of war, famine, and persecutions of the Church and of the Holy Father. To prevent
this, I shall come to ask for the consecration of Russia to my Immaculate Heart and the Communion
of reparation on the First Saturdays. If my requests are heeded, Russia will be converted, and there
will be peace; if not, she will spread her errors throughout the World, causing wars and persecutions
of the Church. The good will be martyred; the Holy Father will have much to suffer; various nations
will be annihilated. In the end, my Immaculate Heart will triumph. The Holy Father will consecrate
Russia to me, and she shall be converted, and a period of peace will be granted to the world.”
The part of the third secret that has been revealed
“After the two parts which I have already explained, at the left of Our Lady and a little above, we saw
an Angel with a flaming sword in his left hand; flashing, it gave out flames that looked as though
they would set the World on fire; but they died out in contact with the splendour that Our Lady
radiated towards him from her right hand: pointing to the earth with his right hand, the Angel cried
out in a loud voice: “Penance, Penance, Penance!”. And we saw in an immense light that is God;

“something similar to how people appear in a mirror when they pass in front of it” a Bishop dressed
in White “we had the impression that it was the Holy Father”. Other Bishops, Priests, men and
women Religious going up a steep mountain, at the top of which there was a big Cross of roughhewn trunks as of a cork-tree with the bark; before reaching there the Holy Father passed through a
big city half in ruins and half trembling with halting step, afflicted with pain and sorrow, he prayed
for the souls of the corpses he met on his way; having reached the top of the mountain, on his knees
at the foot of the big Cross he was killed by a group of soldiers who fired bullets and arrows at him,
and in the same way there died one after another the other Bishops, Priests, men and women
Religious, and various lay people of different ranks and positions. Beneath the two arms of the Cross
there were two Angels each with a crystal aspersorium in his hand, in which they gathered up the
blood of the Martyrs and with it sprinkled the souls that were making their way to God.”
I write about something I have called the Universal prophecy in my book Grail Bound. Many visions,
dreams & prophecies around the World all provide us with information about this coming event. If
you would like to learn more about this, you can find it there. It is only a start though as we know we
will be given more and we need to learn to interpret these correctly.
It has become imperative that we study these and do so in local, regional, national and international
groups in order to try and learn more about how we should prepare for this event in the best
possible way. This is the purpose of the group discussion modules that a few of us are testing at the
moment.

Books
This section of this newsletter is not meant to be one that promotes a particular book – just one that
has shown relevance with its contents in that month.
Having written about the green snake in my garden, it seemed a natural choice to draw your
attention to Goethe’s fairy tale. Its subtitle is the Green snake and the Beautiful Lily.
If you have not read it, or listened to it, there is a free soundcloud recording of an abridged modern
version of the tale at the bottom of this page https://roryduff.com/goethes-fairy-tale-a-fullinterpretation/
Just why he chose the green snake, and not another variety, was a question that previously I never
asked. Aside from it being the only snake in Europe that is really green, and one he would have
perhaps seen himself, he could have chosen any type of snake for his fairy tale.
It was only when I began to watch the one I my pond did I come to realise perhaps why.
They are incredibly timid creatures. If they see you, they freeze and do not move, hoping that their
camouflage helps them to remain unnoticed. With some backgrounds, they are almost invisible.

Any sound scares them and they slide quickly off into the undergrowth. Goethe never fully
understood his own fairy tale as much came through from his subconscious mind when he was in
creative mode. He possibly instinctively chose the green snake even though he probably never knew
why.
It is also likely that he never got to see how they connected to the Earth Energy lines – the latter of
which could even have been unknown to him. (The only possible clue that he might have been aware
of these energies is from Rudolf Steiner and his awareness of these streams of energy and Steiner
spent many years studying Goethe’s work)
That the green snake in the story had ‘invisible’ companions worked with her green skin as it
camouflaged her so well with her surroundings. The nature of the grass snake to freeze and blend in
seems to match this ‘invisibility’ aspect. If the symbol had been given to Goethe via his subconscious
mind, we can see now how well suited it was because these earth energies are also invisible to us.
It is also quite likely to have been used in this way too because the serpent is a universal symbol for
these energies.
For those of you who have read the interpretation, consider now what eating the gold coins did to
the green snake and why her body became luminous. Would this glow make her visible and what
now does this mean in the future?

Other
Completely forgetting that this month’s theme being snakes, I had a desire to listen to some music
from my youth. One evening this month, after hearing some sounds that reminded me of Santana, I
decided to listen to this great group again. Their music is etched in my school boy memories of the
late 60’s and early 70’s.
I opted to listen to one of the songs called Soul Sacrifice – it seemed appropriate. It was also one of
the songs they played at the greatest live musical event the World has ever seen - Woodstock in
1969. Everyone completely raved and went crazy with their performance.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JaaT_HRb4GU
Curious to remember and know more, I listened to an interview with Carlos Santana about that
performance. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eylXneeUlJ4
He said that he had arrived at Woodstock in a helicopter and had looked down and saw an ocean of
hair and teeth and arms. The estimate was that over 500,000 people had got there.
On landing, he came across Gerry Garcia from the band ‘The Grateful Dead’ and asked him when he
was due to go on. Having found out it was all running many hours late, Garcia suggested that he
chilled out and he offered Carlos some pills. Having done a quick calculation as to how many hours
he had, he popped them down and was completely out of it for nearly 8 hours.
He came too with someone shaking him and saying “Wake up, you’re on.”

Carlos Santana had met Timothy Leary a few years earlier in Morocco so LSD (Acid) was not new to
him. I am not advocating this here, and personally I have never done this, but what followed was an
incredible performance that had artists like Jimi Hendrix raving about their music that day.
Before he stepped onto stage, Carlos knew he was in trouble but he prayed to God to help him just
to stay in time and to stay in tune with the rest of the group.
The intensity of his request must have been considerable because he went on and played in an
incredible way. However it was his words afterwards that I found even more fascinating.
He said that during the performance that his guitar ‘looked like an electric snake that would not
stand still’.
On reflection after the event he went on to say that ‘Taking LSD is like a snake shedding all its
beliefs’.
Having closely studied Jung’s red book images and reading about his encounters with serpents and
how they protected him, and also being aware of so many other serpent related visions and dreams
and experiences around the World, these words from Carlos sank in and made me wonder more
about how the performance that day must have affected him.
Carlos Santana is obviously a spiritual person and the snake connection and it is now clear that it had
had a big impact on him. His next album, a year later, was called Abraxas. As a teenager I never
understood what that was all about – I just loved the idea of a black magic woman.
Abraxas, many of you will know, is the name for the great Archon mentioned in the Gnostic text ‘The
great Holy book of the invisible spirit’. It is depicted as having snakes for legs.
I was now struggling here to understand now how a brilliant guitarist had made this giant leap
between his work and these specific gnostic texts to the extent that he named his next album after
an invisible spirit. I was also now wondering why I was being drawn into looking into this further.
When I saw the very memorable album cover for the first time, it too completely passed over me
from the point of view of understanding anything about it.

It was a painting called Annunciation and was created by the artist Mati Klarwein in 1961. It was his
first after an awakening experience. The central theme is that a red, winged Angel Gabriel with
snakes running up her legs is telling a dark skinned and naked Mary that she is going to give birth to
a very special prophet that people would go on to call the son of God. As soon as Carlos Santana saw
this painting 9 years later, he knew it was right for his album and he approached the artist to see if
he could use it for his cover.
This though did not explain the title of the album though and after a bit of digging, it appeared that
Carlos got the name from a Herman Hesse book called Demian.
The line that stood out for Carlos was "We stood before it and began to freeze inside from the
exertion. We questioned the painting, berated it, made love to it, prayed to it: We called it mother,
called it whore and slut, called it our beloved, called it Abraxas...
Something must have just resonated within him when he read these lines which led him to then go
on and make the connection to the painting by Mati Klarwein. This connection too had to also have
been made with the source of where his music was coming from. We must consider that this was his
subconscious mind - Quite incredible that this was all at the age of 23 – but perhaps illusions and
inhibitions and barriers had been broken down a bit such that this was made more possible – I could
not possibly say how here .
Having synchronistically come across Hesse’s work before, with his book ‘Journey to the East’ and a
friendly nudge from a lovely gentleman and fellow dowser (Thank you Ced), I wondered if I was
being drawn to this one.

A quick investigation showed that the book was first published anonymously with the title ‘Emil
Sinclair’ and it was about a young boy raised in a world of light as well as a world of illusion. His
whole life was a struggle between the two Worlds.
Emil is accompanied on his journey with his classmate Max Demian as they navigate between the
World of spiritual truth and the World of Maya. They revolt against the superficiality and finally
reach a form of self-realization.
This was now enough of a nudge for me to put this on my reading list but moments later I read that
this book is hugely popular in Korea. That may not mean much to anyone but it rang a bell for me. I
have a passion for Korean historical drama. (Please no comments ). Their standard of production
with the degree of detail in their cinematography is light years ahead of anything the UK or the USA
now produce. The story lines are always filled with unexpected moments, passion, anguish and
twists and turns.
- Mr Sunshine, My Country – the new age, Empress Ki, Secret healer to name a few for you
So, feeling I had some sense of the origins of the modern Korean way of thinking, and a little
knowledge of their own historical struggles, I felt I had to look into this more and see why they
enjoyed it so much.
I am not sure how you find out what books to read next, but I have to say, I am enjoying the way the
selection and order comes through to me.
John Dee update
In my last three newsletters, I have been adding some statistical analyses made my friend Mr Dee.
My preference now is that you get this information directly from his social media pages due to the
time it takes to add them to this newsletter. He has gone from a few followers to over 3000 in under
3 months so thank you if one of them was you.
His link is below but I have added two more graphs for you as a taster.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/johndee333
The following is in his own words – my commentary is in italics

Excess Deaths (including COVID)

Well here it finally is, my estimate of excess weekly all cause standardised death for England &
Wales since 2018 using techniques described in my last few posts. As explained in my previous
post entitled Smoothing Death Registration the peaks will be due to COVID plus many other
factors.
The red line denotes registration counts smoothed over two weeks and the green line is the
same but smoothed over four weeks to iron out spikes arising from administrative delays.

Both series were calculated in relation to the prior 5-year smoothed baselines as explained in
my post entitled Toward Better Excess Death Estimation, this being a refinement of the
technique favoured by ONS.
Please also note that these are standardised estimates of excess death wrt to the 2002
population for England & Wales, so are already adjusted for population growth.
We can see both series chugging along in fairly good agreement, with them hugging the zero
axis right up until w/e 3rd April 2020.
The two dashed lines represent the outer boundary of two standard deviations for the two
week series for the pre-pandemic period defined as w/e 5th Jan 2019 – 14th Feb 2020. Any
value lying between these is almost certainly noise.

Rory Duff comment – the two spikes we see are two short periods of time where we had true excess
deaths above normal. Personally I would attribute the first one to a surge in cosmic radiation causing
increased lung inflammation and an increase in respiratory deaths amongst the old and immune
suppressed.
This spike increase does not fit with a natural curve that a virus and a pandemic would make. The
figures we have been shown by the mainstream news around the World are all made up to make it
look like a pandemic.

False positive cases were manipulated to try and give the appearance of a natural curve of a
pandemic. The constant talking about the virus and the pandemic (which it never was) is all designed
as very heavy propaganda to install programming in the minds of many unquestioning people.
The second spike now looks to me like the immediate deaths from the 1st dose of a vaccination
program where the elderly and infirm, who were jabbed first, had their lives ended a tad early. One
day heads will roll because of this. (Hancock resigning is not head rolling by any stretch of the
imagination)
All the other small mini peaks and troughs on this graph fall between the two tiny dotted lines so can
be considered standard numbers of deaths.

Mortality Rate & Vaccination (Nutshell)

And so we arrive at the nutshell slide for the final frontier, being mortality rate (certified deaths
per 100 cases/28-day deaths per 100 cases) and cumulative 1st dose Z-scores for the period 1st
December 2020 – 16th May 2021, but first a word about death…
We would think that 28-day death is a pretty robust measure of disease outcome, except that it
isn’t.
A positive test result is all that is needed to trigger a count regardless of clinical course (e.g.
terminal cancer patients dying of multi-organ failure will be counted as a COVID case if they test
positive in their final days).
With a declared disease prevalence of 0.1%, nominal test sensitivity of 80% and a real-world
specificity of 97% (at best) then the PCR test is going to be churning out false positives for 97 out
of every 100 declared ‘deaths’.
We may think that certified COVID deaths would surely offer a robust measure of disease
outcome, but this is not so.
The death certificate comprises two sections and a certifying physician either records COVID as
a cause of death (section I) or co-morbidity (section II).
Both sections are counted toward a ‘certified death’, though WHO/ONS and other authorities
claim at least 80% of certificates recording a COVID death are completed as section I causal.
The problem here is that what a certifying physician enters on a certificate isn’t necessarily what
is entered into the system.
In the UK software called MUSE (Multicausal and Unicausal Selection Engine) will override
anything written by the certifying physician to ensure WHO guidelines for death registration are
followed rather than the medical reality.

Without a formal audit of those original certificates we won’t know just how much fudge has
been applied.
With all this in mind let us now consider the nutshell slide…
The wonderful agreement between certified and 28-day deaths reminds us just how pervasive
WHO protocols can be.
As if by magic all death is COVID death and causal at that, just like WHO claims.
We see a mighty hump centred on February 2021 that looks mighty seasonal but we’re
encouraged to ignore this possibility and believe that a pandemic of a novel virus can come and
go at will, giving rise to a whole variety of mortality rates.
The big blue vaccine cumulative 1st dose line certainly looks like it somehow correlates but is
this coincidental or causal?
If we take the period 8th Dec – 11th Feb then we see a strong positive correlation (r=0.941,
n=66, p<0.001 for certified deaths and dose), but if we take the period 12th Feb – 14th May
then we see a strong negative correlation (r=-0.986, n=78, p<0.001 for certified deaths and
dose).
We may argue that initial distribution of the 1st dose killed all the most vulnerable folk, which
is why the death rate eventually plummets.
However, we may equally argue that seasonality is giving this appearance, with the correlation
being merely coincidental.

Rory Duff comment – We get an idea here just how convoluted these rascals have been with their
trickery and manipulation of the testing and the recording of deaths. This time period is from just
before the roll out of the experimental treatment (The second spike on the previous graph). As Mr
Dee states it is not easy to determine exactly what they have been up to but it looks like there are
two possible reasons for this excess of deaths. One is the vaccine, the other is a bad dose of seasonal
flu/virus.
…..and here is his latest slide 300621

Lockdown Deaths Update
Yesterday, under a post entitled Weekly Excess Non-COVID Deaths I revealed the steps taken to
produce an estimate of excess deaths whilst accounting for the likely false positive reporting rate.
We don’t actually know what the real world false positive report rate is because nobody has
independently verified operational test sensitivity and specificity that is to be found in the various
labs up and down the country – all we have are bench-marking claims by the test manufacturer that
are based on supposition using a synthesised genome (they still haven’t produced a purified viral
sample; a viral ‘isolate’ yes, but this isn’t the same thing).
If we take the nominal sensitivity of 80%, a likely real world specificity of 97% (this is being generous)
and a disease prevalence of 0.1% (last official estimate by the REACT study bods) then any medical
calculator will reveal a false positive rate of 97.4%. In my post False Positive Reporting Rate I take
this calculation a little further by showing how this has varied over time and it is this curve that has
been used to adjust counts of alleged COVID death. This morning I am going to take the time series
from Weekly Excess Non-COVID Deaths and convert this into an accumulated daily figure.

We now see the curve hugging the zero axis for 2019 before rocketing to an excess of 25,000 nonCOVID deaths shortly after w/e 20th March 2020, with a further climb to a peak of 34,198 for w/e
5th March 2021. I call these ‘lockdown deaths’ because they are not due to COVID and they are not
due to typical seasonal fluctuation, both of which have been accounted for.
These are excess deaths we can attribute to the government’s actions, and with the cumulative total
still sitting at close to 25,000 we can see nothing much has changed. Incidentally, when Sheffield and
Loughborough universities did a similar study last summer they estimated 21,000 lockdown deaths,
so my figures are in good company.

Rory Duff comment – so this is just based on the figures in England and Wales. 21,000 deaths that
would not have occurred if we had not had this shutdown – suicides, not being able to get treatment
and many others. We can only guess at the cumulative excess deaths all around the World –
probably well over a million people. My thinking here is that we have the wrong type of people in
governments and the way our governments are run is wrong. A complete rethink is needed and I
have a feeling it is coming.

Final thoughts
What we can expect now is further manipulation of the figures to try and show us that the vaccine
has been very protective and efficient and stopping this virus so effective that we are going to need
a 3rd jab and then another etc, etc.
The end game here is that it was never about a virus or even a vaccine, it was about installing fear
and controlling the population ahead of the next part of their plans.

What these are we can only guess but depopulation, one World government, one World currency,
one World religion are all their stated aims.
They have known about the galactic current sheet and its effects for decades and they are using the
increasing radiation due to the lowering magnetic fields as a way to drive their agenda.
They absolutely do not want us to know about the benefits of the increase in energy at this time. If
we know nothing, we will do nothing.
On the other hand though, if we do know about this opportunity, there are no limits to what we will
be able to do as our consciousness evolves and we decentralise into inter dependent spiritual
communities all around the World.

Interactive website
To help with this, it has been suggested to me that there should be an interactive website that helps
inform people where group meditations are being held around the World and by whom.
The idea here would be to help grow the numbers of people who would like to gather around a site
near to where they live. To do this two things are needed, firstly there needs to be a facilitator at
that site and secondly some degree of control over the numbers is needed depending on how many
people can physically be at that site. As the numbers grow, a degree of timing will be needed as
group meditations can be done perhaps hourly by different groups. Here local knowledge and
arrangements need to be shared in an interactive and possibly a fairly private way.
Anyway, I would love to help initiate this but would ask for your initial thoughts on what
functionality you think there should be on a website like this. In addition to that, you may know of
someone or some group that could help build this website and who could cost it out and, once it has
all been scoped out, we would be looking to raise funds to cover the set up of this site and a way of
maintaining it.
So your thoughts and ideas here are appreciated but please keep your initial words to a minimum as
reading does take time

So thank you again for spending your time reading this newsletter. Please do forward it on but
perhaps to those who you think it will resonate well with.
If you would like to further support my work, please visit my website www.roryduff.com and do
consider buying some of my services or books.

